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_____ ice crystals are formed in _____ sky when _____ water vapour freezes. _____ crystals then fall to _____ ground

as _____ snow.

_____  planets are heavenly bodies that orbit ______ stars.             

_____ man has studied _____ planets in _____ Solar System for ________ centuries.

I forget who _____ first man was who realized that _____ planets orbit _____ Sun.

Newton calculated _____ paths of ______ planets orbiting ______ suns.

He was killed climbing in _____ Andes. _____ equipment he was using was sub-standard.

______ mountains are my favourite geographical feature. I specialise in _____ mountains of Asia.

He showed me photos of _____ mountains he climbed on his visit to _____ Himalayas.

_____ magicians pull _____ rabbits out of ______ hats. Psychologists pull _____ habits out of _____ rats.

_____ banks make too much money; _____ profits they make are absurd. _____ government should do something.

_____ CPU processor is _____ most critical part of a computer.

_____ CPU processors now contain millions of _______ transistors which conduct ________ electricity.

_____ internet was invented by _____ scientist Tim Berners-Lee.

______ life is too short to worry overmuch about _____ things that concern ______ most people.

______ CDs are more convenient and last longer than ______ vinyl but they don't sound as good.

______ Spanish ham is very tasty, especially _____ ham _____y call ______ "Jamon de York."

_____ men she goes out with are all a bit strange. Actually, I find _______ most men strange anyway.

She never goes out with ______ men who wear _______ glasses.

All _________ lakes contain water, and all _____ lakes in Scotland contain _______ fresh water.

She's a geographer who specialises in ______ lakes and _____ rivers.

Her husband is _____ world-famous geographer who specializes in _____ lakes and _____ rivers of Russia.

______ hard disks are very durable; _____ one in my current machine is five years old.

______ French wines are very good of course, but ______ Australian equivalents are cheaper.

______  health is something you should not gamble with; _____ right food and exercise are essential.

______ German technology is world famous, but _____ French have ______ good engineers, too.

_____ scientists think that _____ space is expanding ever faster and that _____ universe will always get bigger.

I've never been to ________ Loch Ness, but I have swum in _____ River Thames!

_____ Oxford Street is _____ most famous street in _____ capital.

We hope for _____ best, but fear for _____ worst.

_____ matches must never be left in _____ hands of _____ young children.

_____ doctors sometimes fall in love with _____ patients _____y treat.

_____ men never make passes at _____ girls who wear _____ glasses.

_______ alcohol consumption can be dangerous for _____  health. In fact, ALL _____excess is dangerous for health!

______ English food is not known for being _____ best in Europe! Most prefer _____ French or _____ Italian food.

_____ world must reduce ______ fossil-fuel consumption to save _____ planet from ______ disaster.

_____ use of fertilizer is essential in _______ crop production to increase _____ yield.

We should stop giving _______ aid to ______ poor countries, except to _____ very poorest.

_____ Vth Republic has had nine French Presidents since _____ first, Charles de Gaulle.

_______ Man has visited _____ moon but not _____ planets in _____ Solar System.

_______ AIDS is _____ number 1 killer in this area. _____ youngest, ______ oldest and ______ weakest suffer most.


